
 

Zoom produces a wide array of recording devices, including a line 

of portable “handy” recorders as well as multi-effects processors, 

effects pedals, drum machines and samplers. Over the past thirty 

years, the company has established a solid reputation as a 

manufacturer of innovative yet affordable products which are 

based on original microchip designs. 

 

Q2N HANDY VIDEO RECORDER  

If you’re an aspiring musician, video plays an important role in 

helping you reach a wider fan base. It’s a digital world and that 

means an inspiring performance can take the Internet by storm. 

But you can’t capture your music with just any camera. You need 

one that records incredible audio. 

The Zoom Q2n gives you a fast and easy way to create HD videos 

with high-impact audio. The built-in X/Y microphones capture 

sound with beautiful stereo imaging. And the 160-degree wide-angle lens excels in an array of lighting 

conditions—whether you’re filming at home, in a rehearsal space, or at a club. 

With the Q2n in hand, you can finally make videos that sound as great as they look—at a price more 

affordable than ever. 

 

F4 MULTI-TRACK FIELD RECORDER 

Creators are making more waves in film than ever before.  

Thanks to affordable technology and distribution channels like 

YouTube, we’re ushering in a new era of creativity…and it’s only just begun. 

The Zoom F4 propels your film's sound to a whole new level. With 6-input/8-track recording, super-low-

noise mic preamps, and time code with pinpoint accuracy, the F4 offers Hollywood sound at an indie 

budget. 

F8 MULTI-TRACK FIELD RECORDER 

Advances in video have made filmmaking accessible to creators 

everywhere. But the accessibility of professional audio devices 

has not kept pace. Field recorders, with essential features such 

as time code, have been unobtainable for most. Until now. 

The F8 is made for serious filmmakers and sound designers.  

https://zoom-na.com/products/field-video-recording/video-recording/zoom-q2n-handy-video-recorder
https://www.zoom-na.com/products/field-video-recording/field-recording/zoom-f4-multitrack-field-recorder
https://www.zoom-na.com/products/field-video-recording/field-recording/zoom-f8-multitrack-field-recorder


 

G3n/G3Xn MULTI-EFFECTS GUITAR PROCESSOR 

If you're a guitarist, you know how important it is to have the freedom and flexibility to create your own 

sound. The Zoom G3n/G3Xn Multi-Effects Processor removes any barriers in your way. 

The G3n/G3Xn is a genre-defying multi-effects processor that gives you the versatility you need to 

experiment with new sounds and playing styles. The G3n ($199.99)/G3Xn ($259.99) includes an 80 

second Looper, faithful amp and cabinet emulators, and extensive selection of effects and patches make 

it an essential addition to any pedalboard. With the G3Xn, it features a built-in expression pedal. 

 

B3n MULTI-EFFECTS BASS PROCESSOR 

The new B3n ($259.99) Multi-Effects Processor is a bass guitar 

pedal that offers a wealth of realistic stompbox, amplifier, and 

cabinet emulations, as well as an intuitive editing experience. 

With the B3n, bassists can create a wide range of original sounds 

and explore new performance possibilities. 

 

 

H6 HANDY RECORDER 

At Zoom they've been building innovative products for the past 

thirty years. But with the revolutionary H6 six-track recorder, the 

bar is raised further still. Four interchangeable input capsules – 

X/Y, MS, Shotgun, and Dual XLR/TRS Combo – make the H6 the 

ultimate chameleon of the audio world, and its advanced 

preamps make it the best-sounding one too. Whatever your 

application – live recording, professional film/video work, live 

broadcast or electronic news gathering – the H6 can handle it 

with ease. 

https://zoom-na.com/products/guitar-bass-effects/guitar/zoom-g3xn-multi-effects-processor
https://www.zoom.co.jp/news/new-product-zoom-b3n-multi-effects-processor
https://www.zoom-na.com/products/field-video-recording/field-recording/h6-handy-recorder

